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Question: 17

You are showing your customer how Veeam integrates with HPE storage products, such as HPE Nimble and HPE
3PAR. You show how Veeam can restore in a fast and efficient way

from HPE storage snapshots

Is this a correct statement?

Solution: Veeam Explorer can instantly recover a VM from a storage snapshot without prior de-staging and
intermediate restores.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question: 18

During a meeting, you learn that your client has an SLA with another business, but that business asks tor lower RTO
and RPO times for data recovery.

Is this a correct statement regarding how HPE solutions can help to comply with this tighter SLA?

Solution: HPE OneView uses templates for its managed server and storage objects, which allows the attachment of
baselines to verify compliancy with pre-defined rules reflecting your SLA objectives.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question: 19

You are explaining tuning best practices as relates to Commvauit Is this a correct step to improve the throughput to
storage media?

Solution: Increase the Chunk Size, depending on the type of storage media used.



A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

Question: 20

Isthis a correct statement aboutthe integration of Veeam with HPE storage arrays and HPE StoreEver tape libraries?

Solution: The VM data cannot be copied directly to HPE StoreEver tapes, backup to tape is accomplished by
replication jobs inside Veeam from existing backup repositories.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question: 21

Does this topology/implementationcomply with the 3-2-1 rule of data protection?

Solution: An HPE Nimble array with local snapshots replicating these snapshots to another HPE Nimble array on the
same site Backups are made with Commvauit to a local tape library

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question: 22

Your customer contacts you to optimize their current data protection solution due to changing requirements.

The current solution is based on Commvault making backups to HPE StoreOnce appliances with VTL virtual Tape
Library

The backup rotation Is set to the following schema:

â¢ Dally backup with a retention of 10 days

â¢ Weekly backup with a retention of 2 months

â¢ Monthly backup with a retention of 1 year

Customer requirements changed a week later, stating that the current retention schema

should be revised

â¢ Implementation of 3-2-1 best practices

â¢ Retention of monthly data for 3 years

is this a possible solution to fulfill all customer requirements?



Solution: Create a copy job from the monthly backup data on the HPE StoreOnce appliance towards HPE Cloud Bank
storage with a retention of 3 years.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

Question: 23

Your customer contacts you to validate their current data protection solution based on Commvault and HPE StoreOnce
backup targets based on Catalyst.

Is this a best practice for Commvault environments?

solution: Increase the chunk size on the Media Agent to increase the throughput, especially for environments with
sequential access media like tape devices.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question: 24

You are optimizing the design of an existing data protection solution.

The customer is using the following systems in their environment

â¢ HPE OL380 Gen8/9/l0 servers

â¢ HPE Nimble AF60

â¢ HPE StoreEver MSL6030 tape library with LT04 drives

â¢ HPE FlexFabric 590O switches for LAN and SAN connectivity (ISCSI based)

â¢ VMware ESXI 6.5

â¢ Windows 2016

â¢ veeam 9.5U2

You want to replace the aging tape library with a new HPE StoreOnce 5650 solution with VTL virtual tape library and
Catalyst targets with HPE Nimble snapshot Integration is this what you should use to assess current backup
deployment?

Solution: Use Veeam Platform Support to validate that the currently-used Veeam software products support HPE
Nimble snapshot integration

A. Yes
B. No



Answer: B

Question: 25

During a meeting, you learn that your client has an SLA with another business, but that business asks for lower RTO
and RPO times for data recovery.

Is this a correct statement regarding how HPE solutions can help to comply with this tighter SLA?

Solution: Commvault intellisnap technology and the HPE storage snapshot engine allow you to meet demanding
business-critical application SLAs with scalable protection for recovery point and time objectives in minutes.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B




